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ABSTRACT 
We use an inverse limit version of Hi lbert's theorem 90 to obtain a cohomological proof, based on Galois 
descent, of Lenstra's version of the normal basis theorem for infinite Galois field extensions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The normal basis theorem asserts that if L /K  is a finite Galois field extension with 
Galois group G, then L and K[G] are isomorphic as left K[G]-modules (see [2] 
and [11]). This can be described explicitly by saying that there is an x in L such 
that the set of conjugates s(x), s ~ G, form a basis for L as a vector space over K. 
For infinite extensions the normal basis theorem makes no sense. However, if we 
let (G, K) denote the set of functions f : G --+ K and we let G operate on (G, K) by 
s(f)(t)  = f (s  it) for all s, t 6 G, then the normal basis theorem in the finite case 
can be formulated by saying that there is a left K-vector space isomorphism from 
(G, K) to L that respects the action of G. Lenstra [5] has proved that this version of 
the normal basis theorem is valid for infinite extensions provided we only consider 
the set of continuous functions from G to K, denoted C(G, K), where G is equipped 
with the Krull topology and K the discrete topology. 
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Theorem 1 (Lenstra [5]). I f  L /K  is a Galois field extension with Galois group 
G, then there is a K-vector space isomorphism from C(G, K) to L respecting the 
action of G. 
Lenstra proves Theorem 1 by establishing a general result concerning inverse 
limits of free rank one modules over artinian tings (see Proposition (2.7) in [5]). 
By folklore, there is an elegant proof of the normal basis theorem in the finite 
case based on Galois descent. Namely, the collection of isomorphism classes of left 
K[G]-modules that become isomorphic to L[G], after extension of scalars to L, can 
be embedded in the pointed cohomology set H 1 (G, L[G°P] *) which, by Hilbert's 
theorem 90, is trivial, and hence L and K[G] are isomorphic. 
In this article, we prove Theorem 1 by adapting the idea of Galois descent from 
the finite case to the infinite situation. To this end, we use an inverse limit version 
(see Proposition 2) of Hilbert's theorem 90 obtained by the author in a previous 
paper [9]. For related results concerning normal bases for infinite Galois extensions, 
see [3,4,6-8] and [10]. 
2. A COHOMOLOGICAL PROOF 
For the rest of the article, L /K  is a Galois field extension with Galois group G 
equipped with the Krull topology. 
We begin by recalling some notions on Galois cohomology (for the details, 
see e.g. pp. 158-162 in [12]). Let V be a left K[G]-module. Then V ®K L is 
in a natural way a left L[G]-module. The G-action on L induces a G-action on 
V®K L bys(v®l )=v®s( l ) , scG,  v~ V, l cL .  Let Ev denote the set of 
all isomorphism classes of left K[G]-modules V' with the property that V ®K L 
and V' ®g L are isomorphic as left L[G]-modules. We now show that Ev can 
be embedded in a pointed cohomology set. We can define an action of G on the 
set of L[G]-module isomorphisms f : V ®/( L ~ V' ®K L by s( f )  = s o f o s -1, 
s 6 G. It is easy to check that G 9 s w-> ps := f -1  o s ( f )  ~ AutLicl(V ®K L) is 
a cocycle, that is, a continuous map satisfying pst = pss(pt), s, t E G. Note that 
AutLicl(V ®I(L) is equipped with the finite topology. Two cocycles p and p' are 
called cohomologous, denoted p ~ p', if there exists a ~ AutI4Cl (V ®K L) such that 
p~ = a -1 pss(a), s c G. Then ~ is an equivalence r lation on the set ofcocycles and 
the corresponding quotient set, denoted H I(G,AutL[GI~v®KL)), is called the first 
cohomology set of G in AutI461 (V @K L). By making p correspond to V' ®K L we 
get a canonical map from Ev to HI(G,Autt.tGI(V ®K L)). Since (V ®K L) 6 = V 
it follows that this map is injective, and therefore the following result holds. 
Proposition 1. Suppose that V and V' are left K[G]-moclules with the property 
that V ®g L and V' ®x L are isomorphic as L[G]-modules. I f  Hi(G, AutL[GI (V ®K 
L)) is trivial, then V and V' are isomorphic as K[G]-modules. 
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Now we apply Proposition 1 on the K[G]-modules V ---- C(G, K) and V t = L. 
First of all, there is an L [G]-module isomorphism 
h" L ®K L --+ C(G, L) ~- C(G, K) ®K L 
defined by the K-linear extension of the relation h(a @ b) = fa,~, a, b c L, where 
fa,b:G --+ L is defined by fa,b(s) = s- l(a)b, s E G. In fact, if G is finite, then 
Dedekind's linear independence theorem implies that h is injective and hence an 
isomorphism (see e.g. pp. 227-228 in [1] for the details). The general case follows 
from the finite case by the following chain of L[G]-module isomorphisms: 
L ®K L ---- U LN ®K L "~ U LN @K LN ®L N L 
N N 
~-- U C(G/N, L N) ®L N L ~ U C(G/N, L) ~- C(G, L), 
N N 
where N runs over all open normal subgroups of G. 
Next, we claim that H l (G, AUtL[G](C(G, L))) is trivial. If we assume that the 
claim holds, then Theorem 1 follows from Proposition 1. Now we show the 
claim. The ring of L[G]-module endomorphisms of C(G, L) can be identified 
with L[[G°P]] : :  li_mL[(G/N)°P], the inverse limit defined by the natural ring 
homomorphisms L[(G/N) °p] --+ L[(G/N')°P], N c N'. In fact, this follows from 
the chain of ring isomorphisms: 
A . \ 
HomL[GI(C(G, L), C(G, L ) )~HOmLIG] tUC(G/N,  L), C(G, L ) )  
~-- h_mHomL[Gl (C(G/N, L), C(G, L)) 
~- limHomL[G](C(G /N, L ), C(G /N, L )) 
~HomL[G/N](C(G/N,  L), C(G/N,  L)) 
~-- li_mL[(G/N) °p] 
= L[[G°P]]. 
Therefore, AUtL[G] (C (G, L)) can be identified with the group of units L [[G°P]]* in 
L [[G°P]]. To show that H 1 (G, L [[G°P]] *) is trivial, and thereby finishing the proof, 
we invoke the following inverse limit version of Hilbert's theorem 90 obtained by 
the author in a previous paper (see Proposition 4.2 in [9]). 
Proposition 2. I f  (Ai, fij) is an inverse system, relative to a directed set (I, -<), of 
finite-dimensional K-algebras Ai, and fij " Aj ~ Ai, i, j G I, i -< j, are surjective 
K-algebra maps, then the action of G on L induces an action of G on lim(L ®K Ai ) * 
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